POUND FOR POUND,
NOTHING ELSE COMES CLOSE.

EXOTICS
EX-OT-IC
adj.
1. Striking, fascinating
2. Excitingly or mysteriously different or unusual
n.
3. Metals that are more costly to manufacture and
process due to high temperatures required for
heating and shaping of parts
4. An advanced line of high-performance,
tour-preferred golf clubs from Tour Edge

POUND FOR POUND,
NOTHING ELSE COMES CLOSE.
It’s been over 12 years since the first Exotics by Tour Edge
product was launched to the golfing masses. Immediately,
Exotics established itself as a new leader in high-quality
craftsmanship with clubs that redefined what was possible
in golf club performance.
To utilize new higher-grade, avant-garde materials and
manufacturing methods and techniques is the Exotics ethos
that has led us to a material advantage over other clubs on
the market. It’s the very DNA of all Exotics products and it is
why year after year we are able to produce award-winning
products that defy all expectations.
With the new Exotics EXS, we’ve loaded each product
from driver to iron with a plethora of the latest performance
innovations in golf club design.
If you demand the best of the best in technology and
performance, look no further than the new ultra-premium
line of Exotics EXS by Tour Edge.

DRIVER
The EXS driver brings together
absolute beauty with every
technology available in modern
driver design.

DAVID GLOD

PRESIDENT, FOUNDER & MASTER CLUB DESIGNER

CARBON FIBER TOE
allows weight to be repositioned
lower and toward the rear of the
head for an extremely high MOI

SLIPSTREAM ™ SOLE
with wider speed
channels to create
faster clubhead speed

MULTI-MATERIAL
CONSTRUCTION
utilizes exotic metals;
Japanese TSP 910 Beta
Ti face plate and 8-1-1
Titanium chassis

VARIABLE FACE THICKNESS
featuring thin and thick compartments
strategically positioned to provide optimal
forgiveness even on off-center hits

DUAL CARBON TECHNOLOGY
carbon fiber crown and toe provide extreme
weight savings that is redistributed back and
low in the head to maximize MOI

DRIVER
FTS ™
(FLIGHT TUNING SYSTEM)
allows adjustable sole weights
to be moved to two alternate
FTS settings
• FTS1 Setting: 9-gram weight in the heel,
3-gram weight in the rear for lower spin,
slice reducing shape, medium launch

ROLLFACE TECHNOLOGY
incorporates modified bulge
and roll on the toe to create
straighter shots

FTS SOLE WEIGHTS
can be interchanged to dial in
launch angle and ball flight

• FTS2 Setting: 3-gram weight in the heel
and a 9-gram weight in the rear for medium
spin, neutral shape, higher launch

9.5 HOSEL
EXS SETTING
SUPERIOR
ADJUSTABILITY
allows for +/- 2 degrees of
loft in addition to 3 upright
lie angle settings with
adjustable hosel

N
N-UUN
U+
++
N+

ADJUSTED
LIE
LOFT

LENGTH

9.5°
8.5°
7.5°
8.5°
9.5°
10.5°
11.5°
10.5°

45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”

57.0°
57.5°
58.0°
59.0°
60.0°
59.5°
58.5°
57.5°

10.5
EXS

HOSEL
SETTING

ADJUSTED
LIE
LOFT

LENGTH

N
N-UUN
U+
++
N+

10.5°
9.5°
8.5°
9.5°
10.5°
11.5°
12.5°
11.5°

45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”
45.5”

58.0°
58.5°
59.0°
60.0°
61.0°
60.5°
59.5°
58.5°

ULTRA-PREMIUM TENSEI CK BLUE SHAFT
™

The new TENSEI CK Blue 2G series by Mitsubishi
Chemical features a multi-material design that
optimizes classic, tour-proven bend profiles. The
extremely light, yet extremely stable shaft integrates
more advanced materials than Mitsubishi has ever
combined before into a single shaft series.

STANDARD SHAFTS
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 50 (L,A,R)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 60 (R,S,X)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 70 (S,X)

GRIP: Lamkin Exotics UTx
Available in mens and women's right hand.
Lengths listed are men's standard.
Ladies standard lengths are -1".

EXS Driver Alternate Weight Kit available
separately with 6 gram, 11 gram and
14 gram weights

FAIRWAY WOOD
The original Exotics fairway redefined the
category in 2006 by flying 20 yards past our
competitors; we continue this standard of
excellence to this day.

DAVID GLOD

PRESIDENT, FOUNDER & MASTER CLUB DESIGNER

CARBON FIBER TOE
allows weight to be repositioned
lower and toward the rear of the
head for an extremely high MOI

SLIPSTREAM ™ SOLE
with wider speed channels to
create faster clubhead speed

U.S. CARPENTER HYPERSTRENGTH STEEL CUP FACE
quench hardened high density
steel made thinner yet stronger
with special heating technique

FORWARD CG POSITION
center of gravity is positioned
closer to the face for less spin

FAIRWAY WOOD
FTS ™
(FLIGHT TUNING SYSTEM)
allows adjustable sole weights to be
moved to two alternate FTS settings
• FTS1 Setting: 11-gram weight in the heel, 3-gram
weight in the rear for lower spin, slice reducing
shape, medium launch

VARIABLE FACE THICKNESS
featuring thin and thick compartments
strategically positioned to provide
optimal forgiveness even on
off-center hits

FTS SOLE WEIGHTS
can be interchanged to dial in
launch angle and ball flight

• FTS2 Setting: 3-gram weight in the heel and a
11-gram weight in the rear for medium spin,
neutral shape, higher launch

EXS

LOFT

LIE
ANGLE

FACE
ANGLE

STANDARD
LENGTH

#3
#3*
#3
#5
#7

13.0°
15.0°
17.0°
18.0°
21.0°

56.0°
57.0°
58.0°
58.0°
59.0°

Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

43.0"
43.0"
43.0"
42.0"
41.5"

ULTRA-PREMIUM TENSEI CK BLUE SHAFT
™

The new TENSEI CK Blue 2G series by Mitsubishi
Chemical features a multi-material design that
optimizes classic, tour-proven bend profiles. The
extremely light, yet extremely stable shaft integrates
more advanced materials than Mitsubishi has ever
combined before into a single shaft series.

STANDARD SHAFTS
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 50 (L,A,R)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 60 (R,S,X)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 70 (S,X)

GRIP: Lamkin Exotics UTx
Available in men's and women's right hand.
*Available in left hand.
Lengths listed are men's standard.
Ladies standard lengths are -1".

EXS Fairway Wood Alternate Weight
Kit available separately with 6 gram,
9 gram and 14 gram weights

HYBRID
The feeling I get when I see the best players in the
world using my clubs is indescribable. When a player
chooses one of my designs, it’s the ultimate validation
of what we set out to achieve.

DAVID GLOD

PRESIDENT, FOUNDER & MASTER CLUB DESIGNER

HT 980 HYPER-STRENGTH
STEEL CUP FACE
quench-hardened high
density steel made thinner
yet stronger with special
heating technique

SLIPSTREAM ™ SOLE
with wider speed channels create
an even faster clubhead speed by
minimizing turf interaction
HIGH-FLYING, EASY LAUNCH
design for maximum forgiveness
and playability

HYBRID
FTS ™
(FLIGHT TUNING SYSTEM)
adjustable sole weight brings the CG back
and can be adjusted to change swing
weight and launch characteristics.

VARIABLE FACE THICKNESS
featuring thin and thick
compartments strategically
positioned to provide optimal
forgiveness even on
off-center hits

FORWARD CG POSITION
center of gravity is
positioned closer to the
face for less spin

EXS

LOFT

LIE
ANGLE

FACE
ANGLE

GRAPHITE
LENGTH

#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

17°
19°
22°
25°
28°

58.0°
58.5°
59.0°
59.5°
60.0°

Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

40.75"
40.25"
39.75"
39.25"
38.75"

ULTRA-PREMIUM TENSEI CK BLUE SHAFT
™

The new TENSEI CK Blue 2G series by Mitsubishi
Chemical features a multi-material design that
optimizes classic, tour-proven bend profiles. The
extremely light, yet extremely stable shaft integrates
more advanced materials than Mitsubishi has ever
combined before into a single shaft series.

STANDARD SHAFTS
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 60 (L,A)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 70 (R)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 80 (S,X)

GRIP: Lamkin Exotics UTx
Available in men's and women's right hand.
Lengths listed are men's standard.
Ladies standard lengths are -1"

EXS Hybrid Alternate Weight Kit
available separately with 7gram
and 10 gram weights

IRONS
It’s just flat out long. I mean, it’s silly long.
When I started designing 30 years ago,
I never imagined technology would enable
us to do this with an iron.

DAVID GLOD

PRESIDENT, FOUNDER & MASTER CLUB DESIGNER

TUNGSTEN TOE WEIGHT
elongates the sweet spot
for maximum forgiveness

RAMPED SOLE
offers more relief on the heel and
toe for smoother turf interaction

LAUNCHPAD TECHNOLOGY
TPE polymer coated with a special
performance gel that absorbs shock
and creates more spring effect

EXTREME TOE WEIGHTING
elongates the sweet spot with a
19-gram Tungsten weight

IRONS

FORGED CUP FACE
is extremely thin and light,
yet exceptionally strong

THIN TOP LINE
provides versatility and
shot-shaping control
SPIDERWEB VFT TECHNOLOGY
in the form of a web across the face
produces an expanded sweet spot

IRON

LOFT

LIE
ANGLE

GRAPHITE / STEEL
SHAFT LENGTH

#4 Iron
#5 Iron
#6 Iron
#7 Iron
#8 Iron
#9 Iron
PW
AW
GW
SW

19.0˚
21.5˚
24.0˚
27.5˚
32.0˚
37.0˚
42.0˚
46.0˚
51.0˚
56.0˚

61.0˚		38.75“
61.5˚		38.25“
62.0˚		37.75”
62.5˚		37.25”
63.0˚		36.75”
63.5˚		36.25”
64.0˚		35.75”
64.0˚		35.75”
64.0˚		35.75”
64.0˚		35.75”

ULTRA-PREMIUM TENSEI CK BLUE SHAFT
™

The new TENSEI CK Blue 2G series by Mitsubishi
Chemical features a multi-material design that
optimizes classic, tour-proven bend profiles. The
extremely light, yet extremely stable shaft integrates
more advanced materials than Mitsubishi has ever
combined before into a single shaft series.

STANDARD SHAFTS
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 60 (L,A)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 70 (R)
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G 80 (S,X)
KBS MAX 80 Steel (R,S)

GRIP: Lamkin Exotics UTx
Available in men's and women's right hand.
Lengths listed are men's standard.
Ladies standard lengths are -1"

HOLLOW BODY CAVITY
provides the best of the best in
perimeter weighting and increases
face flex

FTS ™
(FLIGHT TUNING SYSTEM)

SLIPSTREAM ™
SOLE

DUAL CARBON
TECHNOLOGY

POUND FOR POUND,
NOTHING ELSE COMES CLOSE.

ROLLFACE
TECHNOLOGY

VARIABLE FACE
THICKNESS

SUPERIOR
ADJUSTABILITY
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